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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units 1', 2 8 3
NRC Inspection Report 50-259/97-03, 50-260/97-03, 50-296/97-03

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations,
engineering, maintenance, and plant support. The report covers a six-week
period of resident inspection and includes efforts of a Regional Radiation
Specialist and Reactor Inspector .

0 erations

Actions in response to a loss of'ffsite power on Unit 3 were good. Abnormal
operating procedures, emergency classification procedures, and reporting
requirements were complied with. The licensee's investigation and corrective
actions appear sufficient to prevent recur ence. An unresolved item was
identified regarding switchyard control power. (Section 01.1)

During the Unit 3 refueling outage, the licensee began using special
annunciator window covers to highlight control room annunciators that were lit
because. of the shutdown conditions. This practice enhanced the ability of the
control room operators to recognize off'ormal conditions. (Section 01.2)

Overall control and super vision of refueling floor activities was good. The
licensee initiated good corrective actions after one fuel bundle was initially
loaded into the wrong core position. During fuel loading verification, one
activity was completed in .a sequence different from the procedure. (Sections
01.3, 01.4, M1.1)

Several material condition deficiencies were noted during tour s of safety
related equipment areas conducted at the end of the refueling outage. Some of
the noted issues indicated that some operations personnel .were not attentive
to details during rounds. The inspectors identified that the motor operator
had been removed from a Unit 1 spent fuel makeup valve for several years.
That observation, along with other items noted in the Unit 1 spent fuel pool
area, indicate that more attention should be. provided to important Unit 1
systems. (Section 02.1)

The licensee identified that not all of the input parameters for GE 11 fuel
had been incorporated into the Emergency Operating Procedures. Actions to
evaluate and correct the problem were good. (Section 03.1)

Nuclear Safety Review Board activities were conducted well. Observed
subcommittee discussions were thorough and addressed appropriate issues.
(Section 07.1)
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Maintenance

Overall, maintenance activities during the outage were conducted well.
Advanced planning and scheduling of the outage was highly successful. No
significant work activities were deferred or removed from the schedule. The
inspectors noted that maintenance workers were utilizing procedures during
work activities. Overall, FHE practices were well implemented. Good
communications were observed dur ing testing evolutions. Several examples of
good teamwork between different work groups were noted. Management attention
was focused on emerging potential problems. (Sections H1.1, H2.1-H2.4, M4.1-
H4.2, and E2.2)

The reactor vessel core shroud ultrasonic examinations observed by the
inspector were conducted in an exemplary manner . Scan plans, procedures,
personnel, and equipment were integrated to obtain the best possible
inspection results. (Section H2.1)

Additional cracking was detected in core shroud weld Nos. H-1 and H-5.
However, the increased crack length was due to improvements in the design of
the ultrasonic scanner and improved scanning techniques, which allowed
additional weld coverage this outage. Based on the disbursement of the
indications these welds will satisfy ASHE safety margins for continued
operation without repair. (Section H2.1)

In-vessel visual inspections performed by GE of reactor vessel internals
including the jet pump riser elbows were conducted and documented in an
excellent manner by knowledgeable and qualified examiners. (Section H2.2)

Ultrasonic examinations of the annulus core spray piping were also conducted
in an exemplified manner. Enhanced examination techniques state of art
equipment utilized, and technical expertise of the examiner s and data analysts
provided assurance of the integrity of these welds. (Section H2.3)

One weld (No. P8b) on C downcomer was found to be cracked. The licensee
concluded that the core spray system function was not compromised and the
indications were acceptable for continued operation during the next cycle
without repair. (Section H2.3)

Documentation for, ASHE Code ultrasonic examinations of welds with indications
was excellent. However, weaknesses were noted in supporting equipment
documentation and examiner certification records. All discrepancies noted
were immediately corrected by the licensee. (Section H2.4)

The licensee has an excellent program for the detection of flow accelerated
corrosion (FAC) in plant components. The outage examination sample of 228
components was a conservative sample to determine the cur rent condition of
plant piping and components. One 12 inch pipe elbow (3EX22A-41E) on an
extraction steam line was found to have a wear rate that was too high for
continued service and will be replaced. (Section H8.1)
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3

During review of activities conducted during power oper ation instead of a
shutdown period,, one'example was identified in which the documented safety
assessment did not adequately address some aspects of the change.
(Section El. 1)

Actions by a system engineer to resolve a first out annunciator problem were
good. (Section .E2.1)

Activities associated with Bull'etin 96-03, Potential Plugging of Emergency
Core Cooling Suction Strainers by Debris in:Boiling-Water Reactors, were
completed in a conservative and thorough. manner . (Section E2.2)

Plant Su ort

Radiological facility conditions and housekeeping in radioactive waste storage
ar eas were observed to be good, material was l'abeled appropriately, and. areas
were properly posted. (Section Rl.2)

Radiation work activities were appropriately planned and. worker doses
effectively controlled. (Section Rl.2)

Radiation worker doses wer e being maintained well below regulatory limits and
the licensee was continuing to maintain exposures ALARA. Radiation Protection
PER(s). were evaluated and root causes aggressively pursued 'by the licensee.
(Section R1.2)
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Summar of Plant Status

Re rt Details

Unit 1 remained in a long-term lay-up condition with the reactor defueled.

Unit 2 operated near full power for the entire report period with the
exception of a shor t duration downpower for waterbox cleaning. on
Harch 14-16, 1997.

Unit 3 began the inspection, period in coastdown operations prior to the
Cycle 7 refueling outage. The outage began February 22 and continued for
nineteen days. The outage ended when the electrical output breaker was closed
on Har ch 13. The licensee completed initial startup activities Harch 20, and
with the exception of a decrease in power for a rod adjustment on Harch 23,
the unit operated at or near full .power through the end of the inspection
period.

While performing the inspections discussed in this report, .the inspectors
reviewed the applicable portions of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) that related to the areas inspected. During the reviews, it was noted
that the UFSAR description for drywell venting during .normal operation did not
fully describe the method util,ized, at BFN for venting. Section E8.1 describes
this issue.

I'. 0 rations

01 Conduct of Operations

01.1 Unit Three Loss of Offsite 'Power LOSP

a. Ins ection Sco e 71707 93702

The resident inspectors observed and reviewed portions of the licensee's
immediate response actions, root cause investigation, and corrective
actions associated with a loss of offsite power to Unit 3.

b. Observations and Findin s

On Harch 5; 1997, at 10:40 a.m., CST, .Unit 3 experienced a LOSP power.
Unit 3 was in a refueling outage with the refueling cavity filled and
connected to the spent fuel .pool:. Off'site power was being supplied to
Unit 3 by the 161 kilovolt (kV) transmission lines as permitted by
technical specifications (TS). Haintenance was in progress on the main
transformers. Decay heat was being removed by the spent fuel pool
cooling pumps. Core fuel reload had been completed. The licensee
declared a Notification of Unusual Event (NOUE) at 11:22 a;m., CST in
accordance with Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures (EPIPs). EPIP-1,
Event Classification Hatrix, Section 5.1-U requires that an NOUE be

'
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declared if offsite power is lost to the 4 kV shutdown boards for
greater than 15 minutes.

Three of'the four emergency diesel generators (EDGs) started and loaded
automatically on the LOSP. The fourth EDG was inoperable for planned
maintenance. TS 3.9.C.2 allows Unit 3 to have 3 EDGs and only one
source of offsite power operable while in cold shutdown. The resident
inspector s observed that the licensee highlighted the electrical
configuration in Outage Risk Assessment and Hanagement (ORAH) documents
and treated the 161 kV power supplies as protected equipment. Offsite
power was restored to Unit 3 at 11:24 a.m., and the NOUE was terminated
at 12:36 p.m.

The resident inspectors were promptly informed of the problem and
observed many of the recovery actions in the control room (CR). Good
command and control was observed. Procedures for LOSP were being
utilized by the operators. Power to the Unit 3 spent fuel cooling pumps
was lost tempo arily because the pumps were load shed when the LOSP
occurred. The pumps were restar ted after about seven minutes by the CR

operators. Potential effects on Unit 2 (at full power) wer e
appropriately considered by the Shift Hanager. Although some breakers
in the 500kV switchyard opened, Unit 2 was not significantly affected.
No problems were noted with coordination between the Unit 1/2 CR
(location of switchyard controls) and the Unit 3 CR. Notification of
the NRC Operations Center was made promptly after the event was
classified.

The licensee initiated an Incident Investigation. The LOSP occurred
during testing of the 3B reactor feedwater pump emergency bearing oil

ump. The pump motor is powered from 250 VDC battery board 4. Battery
oard 4 also supplies switchyard control power to the 500 kV and 161 kV

switchyards. The licensee determined that poor workmanship on the
'ermination of the oil pump motor resulted in an intermittent short

of'he

power leads to the motor rotor. This caused the actuation of
several relays in the switchyard which resulted in the LOSP.
Specifically, some Westinghouse AR relays associated with the sudden
.pressure protection feature on the cooling tower transformers actuated
'and caused the 161 kV incoming transmission lines to b'e isolated. The
licensee postulated that a current path was developed through
capacitance to ground associated with the long run of control cabling to
these transformers (about 4500 feet), through ground, the grounded motor
cable, the motor inductance, and through the relay. The capacitance
discharged when the grounded oil pump motor leads separated and there
was a sufficient voltage spike to actuate the AR relays. The licensee
developed a model circuit and through testing, verified that sufficient
voltage could be developed to pick up the AR relays.

Testing indicated that the AR relays would actuate at voltages between
59 and 90 volts. Testing, of other switchyard and DC equipment found no
damage. The licensee's investigation also noted that an event occurred
in 1985 in which the AR relays actuated due to voltage spikes. A Design

~ Change Hodification package was developed to replace the AR relays with
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higher threshold type relays, but the modification was not installed.
Correspondence was issued by Westinghouse in 1973 which described the
low pickup voltage threshold of the AR relays.

The resident inspectors met with incident investigation team members
several times and discussed aspects of the incident. At the request of
the inspectors, the licensee reviewed the consequences if all the
installed 'AR type relays had actuated with Units 2 and 3 operating and
connected to grid. The review concluded that sufficient switchyard
breakers would remain closed such that offsite power would not have been
lost and the units would not have tripped.

As a result of these discussions, the inspector s noted that control
power for all switchyard breakers (both 500 kV and 161 kV switchyards)
was supplied by the one battery board, and questioned this apparent
vulnerability. Section 8.3.1 of the Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (UFSAR) states that the BFN offsite power sources have the
capability and capacity to meet General Design Criteria (GDC) 17.
GDC 17 states that electric power from the transmission network to the
onsite distribution system shall be supplied by two physically
independent circuits designed and located so as to minimize to the
extent practical the likelihood of their simultaneous failure under
operating and postulated accident and environmental conditions. The
licensee reviewed this aspect of a single control power source and
concluded that the intent of GDC 17 was met as understood at the time of
BFN construction. A key issue in this reasoning is that the licensee
concluded that a complete loss of the control power source would not
cause the switchyard breakers to open.

Discussions were held with NRR personnel regarding the postulated
current path, coordination of the involved DC breakers/fuses, and the
low voltage threshold AR relays. No deficiencies were identified.

Prior to the retur n of Unit 3 to power operations, the licensee
implemented a modification which replaced the AR relays associated with
the 161 kV system with relays of a higher threshold. The licensee
verified, by use of the equivalent circuit model, that there would not
have been sufficient voltage to pick up this type of relay. The licensee
intends to replace the other low threshold AR relays in the near future.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that actions in response to the loss of offsite
power were good. The licensee's investigation and corrective actions
were sufficiently detailed and adequate to prevent recurrence. The
apparent vulnerability of a single control power source to all
switchyar d components warrants additional review to ensure that GDC 17
is,met. A Technical Information Assistance request has been developed
to faci.litate NRR review of the issue. Unresolved Item 260,296/97-03-
Ol, Review of Switchyard Control Power, will be used to follow review of
this issue.
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:Outa e Obser vations

Ins ection Sco e 71707

During the Unit 3 outage period, the inspectors reviewed selected outage
related items to verify that .the licensee conducted Unit 3 shutdown
operations consistent with regulatory requirements and procedures.
Specific observations in areas associated with previous deficiencies are
addressed below.

Observations and Findin s

On February 24, 1997, the inspectors verified that the minimum flow
value associated with the operating Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pump was
caution-tagged at all points of control in accordance with 3-0I-74, RHR

System, Revision 16, .section 8.8 Initiation of Loop I (II) Shutdown
Cooling.

'On Harch 8, 1997, the inspector verified that the RHR heat exchanger
service water discharge radiation monitor pump was .running and the unit
had approximately 3 gpm sample flow.

During the course of routine inspection activities, the inspectors
checked several hundred clearance tags present on plant equipment
throughout the plant. In each case, information on the tag was compared
to the component and position. No deficiencies were identified.

During the outage, the licensee began, using an annunciator window cover
which showed a red outline with a red diagonal stripe when placed over alit control room annunciator. The new covers readily indicated to the
operators that the illuminated alarm was expected for the current plant
conditions. The inspectors concluded that this was a good enhancement
which assisted the operators in recognizing off normal conditions.

The inspectors toured the refuel floor numerous times during the outage
and determined that overall control of refueling floor activities was
good. Two NCVs were identified and are described in detail in Sections
01.3 and 01.4

The inspector observed portions -of the Unit 3 shutdown in preparation
for the Cycle 7 Outage, pressurization of the plant f'r the leak check,
and portions of the Unit,3 startup following the outage. Observed
evolutions were conducted professionally. Specifically, during the
operational leakage test, the reactor operator was attentive to his
duties and focussed on plant parameters. During the briefing for the
rod withdrawal to criticality, conservative actions and attention to
detail were emphasized.
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Verification of Fuel Loadin

Ins ection Sco e 71707

The inspector reviewed portions of procedure O-GOI-100-3C, Fuel Movement
Operations During Refueling, Section 5.3, Verification of Fuel Loading,
and procedure O-TI-147, Fuel Loading and In-Core Shuffle, Appendix 4,
Core Verification. Particular attention was given to activities which
were being conducted in a different manner than in previous outages.

Observations and Findin s

During the review of the core verification process, the inspectors
discussed changes to the process with the licensee. The licensee
reviously accomplished the core verification by videotaping the core
ocations and subsequently reviewing the videotapes. During this

outage, the licensee reviewed the videotape while the taping was being
performed (real time) and the reviewers were in communication with the
individuals making the tape.

The licensee's procedure O-TI-147, Fuel Loading and In-Core Shuffle,
Revision 8, Appendix 4, Verification of Fuel Loading Pattern, required
that each assembly must be reviewed by at least two independent
reviewers not involved with core loading or making of'he core
verification tapes. The inspector questioned whether the verification
process used during this outage was consistent with the procedural
requirements. After the inspector discussed this issue with the reactor.
engineering supervisor, an independent reviewer was called in from the
corporate office to do an independent review of the tapes to meet the
procedural requirements.

During a subsequent conversation with the plant manager and the reactor
engineering supervisor, the licensee indicated that the procedure had
been reviewed, prior to implementation, to assess this change to the
verification process. It was decided that a change to that portion of
the procedure was not necessary. The licensee indicated that it was
acceptable to perform the real time verification using this procedure.
The inspectors concluded that the procedure was not clear as to the
acceptability of the reviewers being in communication with the
individuals making the core verification tapes, and that the licensee's
actions were acceptable.

During the inspection, the inspector also questioned the order in which
the fuel verification checks were made. General Operating Instruction
O-GOI-100-3C, -Fuel Movement Operations During Refueling; Revision 13,
Section 5.3, Verification of Fuel Loading, Note 1 states that before
final verification of fuel loading, a final check shall be made to
ensure that all the fuel assemblies are fully seated. The inspector
interviewed, the. Refuel Floor Supervisor who indicated that the seating
check described above was not accomplished until after the serial number
verification tape was made, but before the orientation verification tape
was made. The inspectors noted that the serial number verification
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taping identified one bundle that was not fully seated in the core. The
licensee indicated that upon inspection of the bundle, it moved into its
correct position. This could have been identified or corrected by the
seating pass required prior to the verification. This failure to
perform a seating pass prior to final verification activities
constitutes a violation of minor significance and is being treated as a
Non-Cited Violation (NCV)., consistent with Section IV of the NRC
Enforcement Policy. This issue is addressed as NCV 50-296/97-03-02,
Fuel Loading Verification Not Performed in Required Sequence.

Conclusions

Although overall refueling floor activities were conducted well, the
inspectors identified one example in which procedural requirements were
not followed. The safety significance of the deficiency was small. The
issues discussed in this section indicate the importance of careful
reviews for work activities performed in a different manner than
previously conducted.

His ositioned Fuel Bundle Durin Core Shuffle

Ins ection Sco e 71707

The inspector reviewed licensee actions taken when a fuel assembly was
mispositioned in the Unit 3 core during the fuel shuffle.

Findin s and Observations

On Harch 2, 1997, a fuel assembly was inadvertently placed in the wrong
Unit 3 core location. The fuel assembly was removed from its Spent Fuel
Storage Pool (SFSP) location and placed into the core location
associated with the next step of the Fuel Assembly Transfer Form (FATF) ~

The mistake was recognized when the next fuel assembly was removed from
the SFSP location and'he bridge operator was given. the core location
coordinates. It, was realized that the previous fuel assembly had been
placed in th'at core location. A subsequent check confirmed this. The
refuel floor senior reactor operator (SRO) was notified of the
situation, the fuel assembly in the grapple was returned to its previous
SFSP location, and all fuel handling activities were stopped.

The licensee analyzed the fuel assembly loading error and determined
that no adverse affects to- the pre-analyzed shuffle shutdown margin
occurred since both of the bundles were fresh and had identical
characteristics. The licensee's Problem Evaluation Report (PER)
identified a number of corrective actions. These included a stand down
briefing which was held with the Plant Hanager, the Plant Operations
Hanager, the Refuel Floor SRO, and the involved individuals regarding
the conditions and actions leading up to this event and management
expectations for pr oper second par ty verification. In addition, the PER

stated that the remaining fuel handling crews were briefed on this
incident, and management expectations, prior to resumption of fuel
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C.

handl-ing activities. Subsequent actions are also planned regarding
training of personnel.

The inspector s reviewed the PER for a fuel misorientation event that
occurred on Harch 29, 1996. ,Based upon the review of the D level PER,
the inspectors determined that the actions taken in response to that
event would not have reasonably been expected to prevent the violation
described in this section.

The l.icensee determined that the cause of this event was lack of
attention to detail and improper performance of second party
verification. Site Standard Practices (SSP) Procedure SSP-12.6,
Verification Program, Revision 2, states that the second-party verifier.
shall perform concurrent verification by ensuring the
activity/manipulation is performed as specified in the instruction or
work document. .Based upon review of the personnel statement forms from
the two individuals involved in the fuel movement, it was apparent that
the operator driving the bridge was not reading the work document
(FATF), but instead repeating back the locations provided by the other
individual. The second-party verification was not performed adequately
to identify that the fuel assembly was being moved to the wrong core
position. This licensee-identified and corrected violation is being
treated as a -Non-Cited Violation (NCV)., consistent with Section VII.B.1
of the NRC Enforcement Policy. This issue is addressed as NCV 50-
296/97-03-03, Hispositioned Fuel Bundle During Core Shuffle..

Conclusion

The inspectors concluded that the licensee initiated good corrective
actions after identification of the incorrectly positioned bundle. The
underlying„cause of. the error was determined and addressed by the
corrective actions.

Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

02.1 Haterial Condition Observations

a.

b.

Ins ection Sco e- 71707

The inspectors toured plant equipment areas in accordance with the
guidance of Inspection Procedure 71707. Areas toured included Unit 1.

Findin s and Observations

On Harch 24, during a tour of the Unit 1/2 Emergency Diesel Generator
(EDG) building, the resident inspectors identified several deficiencies.
There were a number of oil soaked rags located .under the B EDG. There
was fuel oil spilled in the transfer pump area. Tygon tubing. was still
connected to the D EDG expansion tank overflow pipe which was apparently
installed over a month ago for a problem. The freeze protection heater
in the fire protection carbon dioxide tank room was energized despite
outside temperatures of over 70 degrees F.'."diesel running"
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indication was lit on a local annunciator panel. Apparently it had not
been reset after an EDG run the previous evening. Onshift operations
personnel promptly addressed the issues.

On Harch 25, the inspector walked down the, Unit 1 Spent Fuel Pool
Cooling (SFPC) System area around the pumps and heat exchangers.
Deficiencies were identified to Operations Hanagement which included a
scaffold which was erected in the overhead above the end of the heat
exchangers that dated back to 1991 and a compressed gas bottle between
the two SFPC heat exchangers which was poorly fastened to piping
associated with the A heat exchanger.

The inspector also noted that the motor operator had been removed from
valve 1-FCV-78-61. This valve is the fuel pool makeup valve from the
Residual Heat Removal System (RHR).

In September 1992, work order 92-057358-001 removed the valve operator
from valve 1-FCV-78-61 in order to use parts on the comparable Unit 2
valve 2-FCV-78-61. The work order remained open for installation of the
new valve operator and post maintenance testing.

Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) section 10.5.5 states "to assure
adequate makeup under all normal and off normal conditions (i.e. fuel
pool water boil off), the RHR/RHRSW crosstie provides a permanently
installed seismic Class I qualified makeup water source f'r the spent
fuel pool. This ensures that irradiated fuel is maintained submerged in
water and that reestablishment of normal fuel pool water level is
possible under all anticipated conditions."

In August 1996, the licensee identified that a procedure did not exist
for providing makeup water to the spent fuel storage pool via the
inter tie between the RHRSW system and the RHR system. The licensee
revised 1-AOI-78-1, Fuel Pool Cleanup System Failure, to provide
direction for realignment of RHR/RHRSW for makeup to the Spent Fuel Pool
using the 1-FCV-78-61 valve. Procedure 1-AOI-78-1, requires the
operator to verify that the hold order on the valve breaker compartment
has been released, then throttle 1-FCV-78-61 as required to restore and
maintain fuel pool levels

Technical Specification 3.10.C.l requires that whenever irradiated fuel
is stored in the spent fuel pool, the pool water level shall be
maintained at a depth of 8i feet or greater above the top of the spent
fuel. The licensee determined that it would take approximately 48 days,
after loss of SFPC with no makeup, for water level to reach 8i feet
above the top of the spent fuel.

On April 2, 1997, the licensee demonstrated that the 1-FCY-78-61 valve
could be opened locally using manual means and hence provide a path for
makeup from RHRSW. The licensee plans to replace the motor operator on
the 1-FCV-78-61 valve when the operator is received at the site. The
licensee is reviewing this issue through their corrective action program
(BFPER970631). The inspectors will follow-up on additional corrective
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C.

03

actions the licensee determined appropriate through the cor rective
action program and verify the motor operator is installed on the valve
when it is received on site (IFI 50-259/97-03-05) ~

On March 26, the inspectors toured the Unit 1 Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) pumps B and D, which are required to be oper able to support Unit 2
operations. The inspectors noted an improvement in general area
cleanliness over previous tours of the area.

Conclusions

The deficiencies noted during the Unit 1/2 EDG building tour indicated
that some Operations personnel were not attentive to details during
rounds. The safety significance of the 1-FCV-78-61 issue was small
since the licensee demonstrated that the valve could be opened with the
valve in its current condition. However, the inspectors concluded that
the overall observations in the Unit 1 SFP cooling area indicated that
increased attention should be .provided to important Unit 1 systems. The
inspectors will review the licensee's actions regarding replacement of
the motor operator and correction of the other deficiencies. IFI 50-
259/97-03-05, Unit One Fuel Pool Makeup Valve Operator Removed, will be
used to follow these actions.

Operations Procedures and Documentation

03.1 Emer enc 0 eratin Procedure Not Revised

a.

b.

Ins ection Sco e 71707

The licensee identified that the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs)
had not been revised to include all the input parameters affected by the
GE 9X9 fuel design. GE 9X9 fuel has been included in reactor fuel loads
at Browns Ferry for several years. The resident inspectors reviewed
portions of the licensee's investigation, assessment, and corrective
actions associated with the issue.

Observations and Findin s

In late February 1997, TVA determined that the Browns Ferry Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOPs) revision for GE 9X9 (Gg 11) fuel had not
considered all the input parameters affected by the new fuel design.
The current Browns Ferry EOPs had limits and action levels based on GE

8X8 fuel. Browns Ferry Unit 2 has over 200 GE 9X9 fuel assemblies in
the present core load and was oper ating at full power.

During work associated with severe accident analysis, an engineer at
Browns Ferry questioned apparent discrepancies in several values
contained in Emergency Operating Instructions (EOIs). Some information
which .involved beyond design basis scenarios had not been transmitted
appropriately to the licensee by GE when a new fuel design was utilized.
This information is fuel type related information that would be used by
the licensee to calculate plant specific curves or limits to maintain
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Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs) specified action levels.
Apparently, the GE 11 fuel (9X9) data was calculated in 1992 but not
transmitted to the licensees. No problems have been found with new fuel
information relating to design basis accident conditions or contained in
the Core Operating Limits Reports.

GE performed an evaluation to determine the impact of Browns Fer:ry
operating with GE 9X9 fuel and EOIs based on GE 8X8 data. The issues
that were not updated involve the 1500 and 1800 degrees F criteria on
,Peak Centerline Temperature used in the EPGs. The evaluation concluded
that these criteria could be exceeded under some circumstances but the
amount that the limits would be exceeded by was very small and not have
overall significant impact.

The licensee subsequently incorporated the 9X9 data into the Browns
Ferry EOI Program and revised the Emergency Operating Instructions as
appropriate. A small number of items were revised by small values.
For example, Hinimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure values were
increased for some scenarios. TVA concluded that these issues are not
reportable under 50.72 requirements.

On Har ch 14, 1997, GE issued Supplement 1 to Service Information Letter
(SIL) 529, Fuel Design-specific .EOP Parameters to inform licensees of
the EPG Appendix C calculations parameter changes. During their
followup of the issue, the resident inspectors noted that the 50.59 for
the initial loading of GE 11 fuel at BFN addressed the fact that EOI
program manual changes were required to reflect fuel specific
information. The inspectors noted that Section 6.3 of Nuclear Fuel
Instruction 7.0, BWR Cycle Design, requires fuel engineering to provide
the site with fuel data to update the EOI program manual for each cycle.
Step 6.3 ' of this procedure listed specific fuel parameters to be
updated. The list did not include all of the parameters effected by the
GE 11 fuel since the licensee was not aware of all of the effects of the
new fuel. The inspectors verified that the licensee's corrective
actions included revising this list (Revision 2 was made to the
procedure on Narch 28, 1997) to include a more general statement
regarding fuel parameters to be updated with information from the
vendor .

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the licensee had taken adequate corrective
actions to minimize future deficiencies involving incorporation of cycle
specific fuel parameters into plant procedures.

0 erations Procedures Administrative Deficiencies

Ins ection Sco e 71707

The inspectors noted three minor administrative procedural deficiencies
which involved procedure updating and revising.
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b. Observations and Findin s

11

The resident inspectors identified that sampling of,Residual Heat
Removal Service Water (RHRSW) referenced in Operating Instruction
3-0I-74, Residual Heat Removal System, was not being performed.
Specifically, Precautions and Limitations 3. 11 of OI-74 states that a

~ sample of RHRSW is required once placed into operation due to the
ineffectiveness of the RHRSW radiation monitors at detecting low level
leakage. In response to this observation, the licensee stated that this
was an unnecessary requirement since the RHRSW radiation monitors had
been upgraded several years ago and were now reliable even at low
leakage levels.

A visiting regional, inspector knowledgeable in radiation detection
instrumentation reviewed the issue. Section Rl.2 of this report
describes that review. It was concluded that the sampling was not
required. The licensee revised the procedure such that sampling was not
required. The inspectors concluded that the concern with this issue was
that the .procedure had not been revised after the radiation detection
instrumentation was modified.

During the observation of preparations for Unit 3 control rod withdrawal
for criticality, the inspector noted that the Unit 3 control room
revision of Technical Instruction O-TI-248.,Station Reactor Engineer,
was not the latest revision of the procedure. The reactor engineer on
duty had utilized the correct revision of the instruction earlier (in
his office) and subsequently printed out the correct revision for his
reference in the control room. The procedure defines the duties and
responsibilities of the station reactor engineer and contains detailed
instructions for prestartup and reactor startup activities. The
licensee addressed this item through the corrective action program.

As an immediate action, all technical instructions in the Unit 3 control
room were verified to be the appropriate revision. It was determined
that the procedure was not included on the list of Technical
Instructions to be updated in the Unit 3 control room. Subsequently,
the licensee decided that it was not necessary for the control room to
have files of Technical Instructions and the files were removed. These
procedures 'are usually utilized by engineering personnel. The Technical
Instructions are available, if needed, through the licensee's
computerized procedure files

(Curator�

) or by request from the Plant
Technical Information Center. In this case, the proper revision of the
procedure was being utilized to perform work. The inspector concluded
that no regulatory requirements were violated.

The inspector noted that while referencing procedure 3-ARP-9-5A in the
Unit 3 control room, pages from Revisions 5 and 6 were both in the
controlled book. The inspector notified the control room RO and the old
version was immediately removed.
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c.= Conclusion

The inspectors i'dentified. three minor procedural update or revision
issues during the inspection period. These i.ssues were minor in
significance and significant incor rect procedure revision incidents have
not been identified recently at BFN.

07 Quality Assurance in Operations

07.1 Nuclear Safet Review Board NSRB Meetin Activities

a. Ins ection Sco e 71707 40500 92901 92904

The inspectors attended NSRB subcommittee meetings to evaluate the
licensee's self-assessment activities. The inspectors determined if
the activities were in accordance with licensee-approved Site Standard
Practices (SSP) procedure SSP-4.8, Nuclear Safety Oversight, Revision 4,
and Technical Specification (TS) 6.5.2 requirements.

b. Observations and Findin s

On February 20, 1997, the inspectors attended Fire Protection (FP) and
Quality Assurance (QA) NSRB subcommittee meetings. The inspectors,
utilizing guidance specified in Appendices E and F of SSP-4.8, assessed
meeting activities and determined compliance-with licensee procedural
and TS requirements. Attendance at each meeting met requirements.
Questions presented to the FP and QA Managers were germane and timely
with respect to current licensee FP and QA group issues. In these
meetings the following items were addressed/discussed:

~ (FP).- Various items contained in recently issued, Nuclear Assurance
and Licensing (NA&L) Audit Report SSA9604.

~ (FP) - Recent events concerning plant emergency lighting conditions
and site fire pump performance.

~ (FP) - Numbers of PERs written, in 1996 and the numbers of PERs which
remain open. Members discussed status of three open PERs.

~ (FP) - Lessons Learned from TVA-Sequoyah FP issues. BFNP. responses.

~ (FP) - Status of follow-up for the 1995 $3 Cooling Tower Fire.

~ (FP) - Responses to current industry issues; i.e., FP system aging.

~ (FP) - Staffing options to support long-term fire watch requirements.

~ (QA) - QA audits of overall Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) activities. Audits of specific changes to the UFSAR.

~ (QA) - QA audit of licensee 10CFR50.59 activities and Unresolved
Safety Question (USQ) issues.
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~ (QA) - QA audit schedule for the February/Harch 1997 Unit 3 outage.

~ (QA) - QA assessment of licensee corrective action timeliness.

~ (QA) - Self-assessment activities in Operations/Haintenance. Status
of similar self-assessment in other plant departments.

The NSRB subcommittees did not identify findings. in either area. The FP
manager was encouraged to continue with an on-going enhancement plan to
reduce. the frequency of FP surveillance tests. The subcommittee also
urged the QA manager to promote self-assessment activities in all plant
departments.

Conclusions

The inspectors found performance of the observed NSRB subcommittee
activities to be in accordance with SSP-4.8'nd approved licensee TS
requirements. NSRB activities followed prescribed actions contained in
SSP-4.8 and TS Section 6.5.2 and associated subsections. Discussion of
FP and QA issues was thorough and addressed appropriate issues.

Review of Institute of Nuclear Power Evaluation Re ort (71707)

On Harch 21, 1997, utilizing the guidance in Inspection Hodule 71707,
Plant Operations, and the NRC Field Policy Hanual, NRC Review of INPO
Documents, the senior resident inspector reviewed the 1997 INPO
evaluation interim report. The assessment was conducted the weeks of
January 6 and January 13, 1997. The overall content of the report was
consistent with the October 16, 1996, NRC Systematic Assessment of
Licensee Performance Report and recently completed Plant Performance
Reviews. The inspector noted that the licensee initiated Problem
Evaluation Reports to enter identified issues into the corrective action
program. No additional regional followup is necessary.

Hiscellaneous Operations Issues (92901. 92904)

Closed Violation 260/96-04-02 Refuel'ing Interlocks Not Operable
During Fuel Hovement. This violation involved jumpering of Rod'osition
Indication System (RPIS) circuitry during,. fuel'ovement. All control
rods were fully inserted and electrically disabled but the TS
requirements for an operable "all rods in" refueling interlock were,not
met. The associated. procedures were revised to delete use of jumpers
dur ing fuel movement. All involved per sonnel wer e counseled. Dur ing
the most recent Unit 3 refueling outage, NRC inspectors noted that plant
personnel and management wer e very sensitive to maintaining the
.operability of RPIS during fuel movement. The inspectors did not
identify any incidents of disconnected RPIS probes or jumpering in the
RPIS circuitry during. fuel movement.

The licensee'.s reviews noted that three separate safety assessments (one
work order and two procedure changes) performed to support the jumpering
concluded that a TS change was not required. As part of the immediate
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corrective actions, Nuclear Assurance reviewed the safety assessments
and safety evaluations performed for the Unit 2 Cycle 8 refueling
outage. Several discrepancies, were identified and corrected. The
licensee conducted briefings of plant personnel on the incident with
emphasis on the safety assessment issues. While some weaknesses
involving safety assessments have recently been noted during NRC
reviews, assessments for Operations procedural changes that the
inspectors have reviewed have been sufficiently detailed. The licensee
has implemented additional corrective actions to improve the quality of
50.59 evaluations. Engineering has established a separate group which
performs additional review of 50.59 evaluations. Lessons learned are
promulgated to personnel that perform. 50.59 evaluations. A
comprehensive revision to the TVA 50.59 processes is being developed in
the form of TVA Nuclear Standards and Processes (SPP)-9.4, 10 CFR 50.59
Evaluations of'hanges, Tests, and Experiments. The licensee- intends to
implement SPP-9.4 by July 1997. Based on this review of the licensee's
corrective actions, this violation is closed.

Closed Licensee Event Re ort LER 260/96-003 Fuel Movement Performed
With Inoperable Refueling Interlock. Section 08.1 of this report
describes review of corrective actions for Violation 96-04-02, Refueling
Interlocks not Operable During Fuel Movement. That violation addressed
the same incident as this LER. Based on the review described in Section
08.1, this LER is closed.

II. Maintenance

Conduct of Maintenance

Outa e Activities and Maintenance Observations 62707

Ins ection Sco e 62707 92902

In accordance with Inspection Procedure 62707, the resident inspectors
observed maintenance activities associated with the refueling outage.

Observations and Findin s

The inspectors observed numerous ongoing refueling outage activities.
Portions of reactor vessel disassembly and cavity floodup were observed.
Tours of the refueling floor were conducted frequently. During
inspection tours, use of work procedures, radiation work practices,
,foreign material exclusion (FHE) practices, and communications were
observed closely. In addition to frequently inspected areas,
maintenance activities were also observed in the drywell and in the main
steam tunnel. The inspector s observed several surveillance activities
including 3-SI-4.9.A.1.b-4(OL), Diesel Generator 3D Emergency Load
Acceptance Test with Unit 3 Operating, and 3-SI-4.3.B.3.a Rod Worth
Minimizer Functional Test for Startup.

Work activities associated with equipment which was designed to perform
sipping of the fuel as it was moved were observed closely. The
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inspectors noted that manual actions were relied upon to prevent
.entanglement of lines in the grapple or fuel bundles. The inspectors
observed that workers remained alert to potential. problems. While the
sipping equipment did not perform exactly as expected, no safety issues
occurred. The inspectors verified that actual operation of the sipping
equipment was in accordance with procedures and statements made in the
safety evaluation f'r the sipping equipment.

The inspectors observed that overall Outage Risk and Assessment (ORAH)
processes were implemented well. At several points in the outage, the
inspectors verified that appropriate equipment was designated as
protected equipment and was appropriately tagged. Contingency plans and
time to boiling were promulgated to outage managers and workers as well
as control room personnel. Changes to the outage schedule were evaluated
for impact on risk as required by the ORAH procedures.

During a DW tour performed several days prior to the licensee's closeout
checks, the inspectors observed several cloth rags had been left lying
in the DW. Due to the vulnerability of the ECCS strainer s to any
fibrous material that could get into the torus, the inspectors concluded
that workers should be more careful with rags. A large amount of duct
tape was also used in the DW. The inspectors observed that the licensee
was relying heavily on the DW closeout process to identify the rags and
other material. Subsequently, the inspectors noted that the DW closeout
process was detailed and items were removed prior to startup.

During a tour of the Unit 3 drywell, the resident inspectors identified
one example of poor foreign material exclusion (FHE) practices. Worker s
had removed the motor for recirculation discharge valve 3-FCV-68-003 and
the gearcase was left uncovered. The grease was slowly falling out of
the gearcase and foreign material could have fallen into the gears. The
inspectors informed other workers in the area and the problem was
promptly addressed. The licensee initiated a PER on the issue. The
apparent cause of the incident was that the workers that removed the
motor assumed that other workers were immediately behind them and would
assume responsibility for the job. At the close of the inspection
report, the maintenance manager was evaluating corrective actions. The
inspectors observed many examples of adequate FHE practices during the
outage period, this was the only significant FHE weakness identified.
The inspectors also noted that plant management had directed that a
detailed review be performed of any PERs generated during the outage
which were related to FHE issues.

On February 28, 1997, the licensee recorded that a piping weld (located
at a 14-inch, carbon steel schedule 100 "piping to short radius elbow"
(at HPCI pump discharge piping weld TPCI-3-14) might not meet minimum
ASTH wall thickness requirements. A Work Order (WO) ¹97-001740-000 was
issued in, order to per form appropriate sur veys and for an NDE to be
conducted. One of the inspectors reviewed documentation and performed
field inspection activities to verify the licensee's actions. The
inspectors examined the weld in question (actually a "dimple" in the
weld) and observed that the minimum wall area was caused by a possible
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fabrication problem. An indentation of approximately 1 inch by 3/4 inch
was noted on the .underside of the piping welding. The inspectors noted
that the indentation appeared to have been in this area since initial
piping fabrication and did not appear to have been caused by any plant
or system, transient. An ultrasonic test was performed on the weld at
the indented area and a minimum wall thickness of 0.746 inches was
recorded. ASTH calculation HD-Q3073-920145, Revision 1, Hinimum Pipe
Wall Thickness for High Pressure Coolant Injection System, calculated
that a minimum thickness of 0.699 .inches was allowed. Therefore the
measured thickness (0.746 inches) was acceptable. The inspector
concluded that the corrective actions for this issue was satisfactory.

The inspectors also observed Unit 3 Control Rod Drive System B,Pump Seal
Supply Valve (BFN-3-RFV-068-0558) replacement activities. Indications
of possible failures of both the A and B pump seal system relief valves
(warm discharge piping) had been periodically observed since the Unit 3
restart. This type of relief appears to present a potential problem
with valve internals and subsequent leak-through past the disc. The
'licensee issued BFPER970419 in order to perform an evaluation of the
;problem. At the end of .the inspection period this evaluation continued.

On Har ch 4, 1997., the inspectors noted that valve 3-RFV-068-588 was
being replaced with a new valve under WO ¹96-011755-002. The inspectors
reviewed procurement documentation, the work package, and the work
order. All elements of this documentation were found to be
satisfactory. The observed replacement activities were conducted in
accordance with reviewed .documentation.

The inspectors observed that progress of the refueling outage work
activities was closely monitored by outage and plant management.
Attention was focussed promptly when work progress was noted as behind
the planned schedule. Overall'utage planning and scheduling was
effective as evidenced by the completion. of the planned activities
within the overall scheduled time.

Conclusions

Over,all, maintenance activities during the outage were conducted well.
Advanced planning and scheduling of the outage was highly successful.
-No significant work activities were deferred or removed from the
schedule. The inspector s noted that maintenance workers were utilizing
procedures during work activities. Overall FHE practices were well
implemented. Good: communications were observed'. during testing
evolutions. Several examples of good teamwork .between different work
groups were noted. 'Hanagement .attention was focused on emerging
potential problems.
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Maintenance and Material. Condition of Facilities and Equipment

Unit 3:Reactor Core Shroud Examination and Data Evaluation Activities

Ins ection Sco e 73753

This is the 1st outage (cycle 7 refueling outage), of the 1st inspection
period, of the second inser vice inspection interval. The Applicable code
for Unit 3, for the second inservice inspection interval was the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code Sections V 8 XI,
1989 Edition no Addenda. All examinations observed by the inspector
this outage were augmented examinations. Therefore, the examination
procedures for performing these examinations exceeded ASME Code
requirements in inspection scope and examination techniques. The
inspector reviewed General Electric Nuclear Energy's (GENE) ultrasonic
examination procedure (Document No. UT-BFN-503V4 Revision 0) for the
automated ultrasonic examination of shroud assembly welds and ultrasonic
examination procedure (Document No. UT-BFN-207VO Revision 0) for
automatic planar flaw sizing. These procedures were reviewed to
determine whether inspection coverage, calibration, examination
techniques, and flaw sizing techniques met the intent of ASME Code,
Sections V 5 XI, proven industry standards, and'E Surveillance
Information Letter (SIL) 572. The inspector also observed GE's remote
ultrasonic examination activities on the reactor vessel core shroud and
evaluated ultrasonic data for weld H-5 using GE's Smart 2000 digitized
ultrasonic data system. Certification and qualification records for all
GE ultrasonic examiners and data analysts were reviewed.

Observations and Findin s

The inspector 's review of GE's procedures revealed that they had been
approved by the licensee and contained sufficient information to
proper ly perform the core shroud welds examinations. The review also
revealed that GE's examination techniques were in general agreement with
the volumetric ultrasonic techniques described in ASME Code, Section XI.
However, the ASME Code did not have specific guidance for ultrasonic
examination of the reactor vessel core shroud since the examination
method delineated by this Code for reactor vessel internals was visual
examination.

This outage (Cycle 7) the licensee scheduled GE to examine core shroud
Welds H-1, H-4, H-5, H-6, and H-7. The ultrasonic examinations were
conducted from the outside surface of the shroud using GE's enhanced
tracker scanner. Ultrasonic examinations were performed using 45',

60'nd

OD creeping wave transducer s. At the conclusion of the inspector's
audit Welds H-l, H-4, and H-5 had been completed. The inspector 's
review of reported data for the examination of Weld H-1 revealed that
the total flawed length for this weld was 20.81 inches and 78'f the
weld was scanned. This was an increase over the 1994 reported total
flaw length of 3.94 inches. However, in 1994 only 41.94'f the weld
could be scanned. The inspector's review of reported data for Weld H-5
revealed a total flaw length of'43.59 inches and 59.53'f the weld was
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scanned. This was an increase over the 1994 reported total flaw length
of 67.24 inches. However, in 1994 only 44.17 inches of the weld could
be scanned. The additional coverage was obtained using an improved
scanner and scanning techniques. Examination data for Weld H-4 was not
reviewed by the inspector. However, discussions with GE's data analysts
revealed that there was little change noted in the examination results
for this weld. The 1994 examination data for Weld H.-4 revealed .a total
length flaw of only 1.'83 inches. The inspector's evaluation and length
sizing of cracks for several scanned areas (8 Vessel azimuths 61'to 78',
84'to 100', and 99'to 115') on weld H-5 was in agreement with the
results obtained by GE's analysts. Evaluation and screening criteria
for Browns Ferry Units 1, 2, 8 3 shroud indications was found in GENE
Document No. 523-169-1193. These evaluations had not been completed by
TVA at the conclusion of this inspection. However, based on the
disbursement of the indications, shallow flaw depth, and the magnitude
of the acceptance criteria, the inspector considered these welds will
satisfy ASNE safety margins for continued oper ation without repair.
Examiner certification and qualification records were examined by the
inspector and -found to be satisfactory. Examination personnel audited
were knowledgeable, highly skilled, and professional in performing their
assigned duties. In addition, equipment used to scan the reactor core
shroud welds was state-of-the-art technology, obtaining maximum coverage
in areas where structural interferences were common place.

Conclusion

The reactor vessel core shroud ultrasonic examination efforts observed
by the inspector were conducted in an exemplified manner. Procedures,
personnel, and equipment were integrated to obtain the best'ossible
inspection results. At the conclusion of the inspector 's visit, Welds
H-l, H-4 and H-5 had been completed. The inspector.'s review of reported
data for the examination of Weld H-1 revealed that the total flaw 'length
for this weld was 20.81 inches and 78'f. the weld was scanned. The
inspector's review of reported data for Weld H-5 revealed a total flaw
length of 143.59 inches and 59.53'f the weld was scanned. Examination
data for Weld H-4 was not reviewed by the inspector. However,
discussions with GE's data analysts revealed that there was little
change noted in the examination results for this weld. The inspector's
evaluation and length sizing of cracks for several scanned areas on weld
H-5 was in agreement with the results obtained by GE's analysts.
Evaluation and screening criteria for Browns Ferry Units 1, 2, 8 3
shroud indications was found in, GENE Document No. 523-169-1193. These
evaluations had not been completed at the conclusion of this inspection.
However, based on the disbursement of the indications, shallow flaw
depth, and the magnitude of the acceptance criteria, the inspector
considered these welds will satisfy ASHE safety margins for continued
operation without repair .
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N2.2 In-Vessel Visual Ins ection of Unit 3 Reactor Vessel Internals

a. Ins ection Sco e 73753

The inspector reviewed GE's Visual Examination Procedure No. VT-BFN-
202V1, Revision 0. "Procedure for Invessel Visual Inspection", to
determine whether the scope of the examinations described in the
procedure met the examination requirements of the 1989 Edition of ASIDE
Section V & XI, requirements imposed by NRC/industry initiatives, and
licensee initiatives/commitments. The inspector also observed GE's
Level III examiner analyze remote visual examinations of Jet Pump Nos.
3&4 riser elbow welds, and observed TVA's Level III examiner evaluated
video recordings of remote visual examinations conducted by GE.
Certification and qualification records for all GE visual examiners were
reviewed by the inspector.

b. Observations and Findin s

The inspector 's review revealed that GE's examination procedure was
acceptable in that, it was in accordance with ASHE Section V &. XI,
approved by the. licensee, and properly implemented enhanced augmented
inspections required by NRC and concerns addressed by the industry. The
following remote visual examinations were. examined by the inspector:

~ Jet Pumps Nos. 1&2, 3&4, and 7&8 riser elbow welds were VT-1 examined
using a 1 mil wire as the calibration standard. GE's SIL-605 "Jet
Pump Riser Piping Cracking", and NRC's Information Notice 97-02 "

Cracks Found in Jet Pump Riser Assembly Elbows at Boiling Water
Reactors" were used as guidance for these examinations. No crack
indications were noted in the riser elbow welds verified by the
inspector. Examination coverage of the lower riser elbow weld was
limited to approximately 300'.

~ A previous identified steam dryer indication (approximately 15 to 18
inches in length) on No. 6 hood 9 160'as re-examined this outage
using VT-3 examination techniques. There was no appar ent change
noted in the length of .this indication. The initial examination
requirements for this examination was ASHE Section XI.

~ Select areas on the core spray spargers were VT-1 examined in
accordance with NRC IE Bulletin 80-13 using a 1 mil wire as a
calibration standard. These areas included: sparger (C) T-box and
welds 9 187.5', sparger (A) T-box and welds 8 352', upper and lower
brackets on (A) sparger T-box 8 352', sparger (A) 8 7', sparger (C)
nozzle bracket 8 187.5', sparger (C) piping from 93'o 187.5',
sparger (B) end weld 8 273'nd the thermal collar weld (P8b) 9 187.5
for the loop (C) core spray downcomer (this weld was examined in
accordance with GE's SIL-289 Rev. 1 Supplement 2). No crack
indications were detected in the core spray sparger piping, T-boxes,
or welds. The ultrasonic indication detected in weld P8b could not
be confirmed with visual inspection.
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The inspector concluded that GE effectively examined the components
identified, and documentation properly reported the condition of these
components. Certification and qualification records of all GE visual
examiners were reviewed and found to be acceptable.

In-vessel visual inspections performed by GE of reactor vessel internals
were conducted and documented in an acceptable manner by knowledgeable
and qualified examiners.

H2.3 Ultrasonic Examination of Unit 3 Annulus Core S ra Pi in Welds

a. Ins ection Sco e 73753

b.

GE's SIL No. 289 Revision 1,Supplement 2, reported cracking in the
reactor vessel annulus core spray piping. The observed: cracking has
been located in the thermal sleeve collar, the downcomer slip joint
sleeve (a crevice weld) and the downcomer piping elbow weld. During the
outage GE will examine 32 core spray welds in the vessel annulus. The
inspector reviewed GE's Ultrasonic Examination. Procedure No. UT-BFN-
511V1 Revision 0, "Procedure for Automated Examination of the Core Spray
Piping Welds Internal to the RPV". GE's CSI-2000 delivery system
(remote operated vehicle) design, operation and examination activities
were observed by the inspector. In addition, examination data for seven
welds were concurrently evaluated with the GE Level III examiner and
evaluated independently by the inspector. Certification and
qualification records were reviewed. The Boiling Water Vessel 8

Internals Project (BWRVIP) qualification records of GE's ultrasonic
demonstration of the annulus core spray piping were reviewed and
examination limitations were compared to the examinations performed.

Observations and Findin s

The inspector reviewed GE's ultrasonic examination procedure and
verified the essential variables of the procedure with the in process
examinations performed. Examination coverage and limitations delineated
in documentation provided in GE's BWRVIP qualification demonstration
effort on the core spray piping mockup were also verified. Examination
requirements for the ultrasonic examination of the annulus core spr ay
piping were found in BWRVIP-18. The inspector verified GE's data
acquisition activities and observed data evaluations performed on the
following welds': P8b on downcomer C, PBb on downcomer A, P8b on
downcomer B, P4c on downcomer C, P4c on downcomer D, P4b on downcomer D,
and P5-I on downcomer D. The examinati'on of the thermal sleeve weld
(P8b) on downcome C revealed four flawed areas presenting a total flaw
length of 19.88 inches. The thermal sleeve collar was not associated
with the core spray injection flow. Its purpose was to prevent leakage
from the inside to the outside of the core shroud at the location where
the core spr ay piping enters the shroud. In addition, it provided the
attachment of the core spray piping to the shroud. This added stiffness
to the piping and helped to assure that the piping will not be subject
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to flow induced vibration. The ultrasonic data revealed the indications
to be located in the heat affected zone of the shroud near the toe of
the weld, rather than in the thermal sleeve collar. The examiner's
evaluation of Weld P8b for downcomers A 5 B di'd not reveal any crack
indications in the welds. During 'the review of data f'r weld P8b on
downcomer C the inspector and GE's Level III examiner concurrently noted
that computer file name for PBb had been incorrectly named P8a. This
finding was corrected by the Level III examiner and so noted on the
hardcopy documentation for this weld.

Conclusions

The enhanced examination techniques delineated in the ultrasonic
procedure, the state of art equipment utilized, and the technical
expertise of the examiners and the data analyst provided reasonable
assurance of the examination integrity of these welds. At the
conclusion of the inspector's audit the licensee had not submitted their

.evaluation of the cracks identified in weld PBb to NRC because
examinations of other core spray welds were in process. However,
discussions with the licensee indicated that they tentatively considered
the indications acceptable because the indications were located in the
core shroud.

Review of Unit 3 Ultrasonic Data

Ins ection Sco e 73753

The inspector reviewed 2 completed ultrasonic examination packages for
welds where examinations performed this, outage revealed new indications,
or indications which had been previously identified, but appear to be
growing in thru-wall. The applicable examination requirements for these
welds were the ASHE Code Section V 8 XI 1989 Edition with no Addenda and
NRC Generic Letter 88-01. The welds reviewed were RCH-3-2V, a
meridional weld seam on the reactor pressure vessel closure head at the
60 azimuth, and GR-3-59, a recirculation system weld that has been
overlay weld repaired. In addition, certification and qualification
records for all ASEA, Brown, Boveria (ABB) Combustion Engineering and
TVA examiners used to perform these examinations and other ASHE Code
examinations for this outage were reviewed by the inspector.

Observations and Findin s

The inspector 's review of documentation for Weld No. RCH-3-2V revealed
one small recordable indication which had not been detected in previous
examinations. In addition, three small indications that were non-Code
recordable in size were also noted; Al=l indications were located near
inside surface in the weld root area of reactor closure head. The
inspector verified the licensee's examination and evaluation data, and
concluded that the indications had been properly dispositioned. One
minor discrepancy was noted by the inspector during the review of the
examination package. The final RF waveform data sheet for Transducer
Serial No. C24737 showed a reverse and. distorted waveform. This could
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indicate that the transducer was deteriorating between the start and the
finish of the examination. However, the licensee retested the
transducer and the waveform recorded was satisfactory. The licensee
attributed the discrepancy noted by the inspector to be caused by the
examiner incorrectly taking the previous RF waveform data. The
inspector's review of the examination data package for the overlay weld
repair on Weld No. GR-3-59 revealed that the previously identified crack
which had required the weld to be overlay repaired was growing in thru-
wall. However, the crack had not propagated to a thru-wall depth whereit would be in the inspection zone for the weld overlay repair. The
overlay repair for this weld was a full structural welded overlay.
Until the defect enters the overlay weld inspection zone, it was not a
structural concern.'n addition, the overlay was designed to impede
crack growth. Operation with this indication, was considered acceptable
for another cycle.

The inspector's review of ABB's certification and qualification records
revealed that the book on site was not current. Several examiners were
either missing records or their certifications did not accurately
represent the proper extent of their certifications. In addition, the
licensee's Level III examiners did not have certification records on
site. TVA's cognizant engineer was notified and all appropriate records
were sent to the site for the inspector's review. These records were
acceptable.

Conclusions

Documentation of indications found during Code ultrasonic examinations
was excellent. However, weaknesses were noted in supporting equipment
documentation and examiner certification records. All discrepancies
noted were immediately corrected by the licensee.

Haintenance Procedures and Documentation

Failure to Remove Charcoal Tr a s From Standb Gas Treatment Room

Ins ection Sco e 61726 71750 92902

The inspector reviewed the licensee's actions taken when several filled
charcoal trays were identified in the Standby Gas Treatment System C

room.

Observations and Findin s

During observation of an Assistant Unit Operator (AUO) outside area tour
on February 6, 1997, the inspector noted several char coal trays in a

storage area adjacent to the C train of the Standby Gas Treatment System
(SGTS). The inspector questioned the licensee's control of transient
combustibles in the area. Subsequent inspection determined that there
were approximately 60 filled charcoal trays which had been stored in the
area following removal from the SGTS.
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The combustible loading table allows 1692 lbs. of charcoal in this
filter tray storage area. The inspectors determined that there was
approximately 3000 lbs of charcoal in the area. The licensee
subsequently issued a transient combustible permit to evaluate the trays
stored in the area. Although, the amount of charcoal exceeded the
analyzed combustible permit limit for the area, the licensee determined
that the transient combustible permit limit was not exceeded.

The inspector reviewed procedure O-SI-4.7.8.6, Standby Gas Treatment
System-- Iodine Removal Efficiency, Revision 14. Based upon a review of
the RIHs computer system, it appears the latest performance of 0-SI-
4.7.8.6 was August 29,'996. The review of the completed procedure
indicated that mechanical maintenance would discard the remaining
charcoal by processing through r adwaste and store the empty trays in the
designated storage area in the Standby Gas Treatment Buil.ding. The
licensee failed to follow the procedure when they failed to empty the
charcoal from the trays. The inspectors concluded that this issue
constitutes a violation of minor significance and is being treated as a
Non-Cited Violation consistent with Section IV of the NRC Enforcement
Policy. NCV 50-260,. 296/97-03-04 Failure to Follow Procedure-
Combustible Haterial L'eft in SGTS Building.

The significance of this violation is minor because, when identified,
the licensee's analysis allowed the charcoal to remain in the room with
a transient combustible permit. Subsequent discussion with Fire
Protection management indicated that since the SBGT building is not
consider ed a critical area in the approved BFN Fire Protection Program,
combustible materials are controlled by housekeeping procedures, not
fire protection program requirements.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the deficiency was caused by a maintenance
'echnician not following procedural requirements. The charcoal filters

had remained in the SBGT building for several months before the
inspectors questioned the conditions.

Haintenance Staff Knowledge and Performance

H4.1 Unit 3 Outa e Activities - Dr ell Pre aration For Haintenance

a. Ins ection Sco e 62707

The inspectors observed 3B Recirculation Pump and system piping mirror
insulation removal activities and installation of temporary shielding
around the recirculation pump. The inspectors also observed repair of
mirror insulation buckles/clips performed by the licensee in order'to
meet NRR-designated NRC Bulletin 96-03 defer al conditions. The
inspectors also observed temporary shielding installation in areas
surrounding RHR drywell check valve 74-68.
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b. Observations and Findin s
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C.

H4.2

a.

On February 22, 1997, the inspectors toured the Unit 3 drywell and noted
temporary shielding installation around RHR drywell check valve 74-68
(WO 961288400J) and 3B Recirc pump/piping (WO 961288400E). Shielding
was properly installed in accordance with the Work Order (WO) in the
immediate vicinity of the 3B pump and piping areas. Shielding was also
installed in accordance with the WO around scaffolding which was erected
for repair work on RHR check valve 74-68. A localized radiological hot
spot (the 3B recirc pump casing drain) was assessed by the licensee on
its potential impact on future outage work and was subsequently and
appropriately enclosed in temporary shielding.

The inspectors noted that mirror insulation sections which covered about
four feet of the 3B recirculation pump discharge piping was removed and
properly stored outside of the nearby 3B pump repair work area. Similar
sections of insulation were removed from piping and valve body areas of
the RHR check valve. This insulation was also proper ly stored outside
of the immediate valve repair work area (near the east drywell access).
One section of insulation, which required repair of the clip and buckle,
was completely removed from the Unit 3 drywell and stored at the access.
During the outage period, the inspectors noted that other damaged mirror
insulation buckles and clips were replaced. The licensee was granted a
request to defer some of the elements of NRC Bulletin 96-03 in an NRR to
TVA letter dated January 29, 1996 (See Section E2.2).

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that observed licensee drywell outage
preparation and various piping insulation repair activities were
appropriate. The inspectors also found that observed licensee repair
activities were acceptable.

Broken Pro Latch S rin in The Unit 3 B1 RHRSW Pum Breaker

Ins ection Sco e 62707

b.

The inspectors reviewed licensee maintenance and engineering activities
associated with the discovery of a broken prop latch spring in the Unit
3 Bl RHRSW Pump breaker. The inspectors also noted breaker repair and
replacement activities and performed a follow-up evaluation of other
breaker prop spring replacements.

Observati'ons and Findin s

During the Unit 3 outage, on Harch 2, 1997, while performing a licensee-
approved sur veillance test 3-SI-4.9.A.l.b-3, The 3C DG Load Acceptance
Test, the 3EC 4kV Shutdown Board, Compartment gB Breaker (the B1 RHRSW

Pump Breaker) failed to remain closed after receiving a closed signal.
Further investigation revealed that one of the breaker 's prop latch
springs was broken and therefore unable to assist in ensuring the
breaker remained in a latched closed position. Breaker repairs were
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immediately performed (WO 97 002141 000), the broken spring was
replaced. proper breaker operation was verified, and the breaker was
tested. The inspectors noted that, this was the first occurrence of a
broken breaker prop spring at BFN. However, this type of problem has
been noted at other facilities (NRC Information Notice 90-41; Potential
Failure of General Electric Hagne-Blast Circuit Breakers and AK Circuit
Breakers).

The inspectors, during a review of plant breaker maintenance history,
noted that with the exception of about six facility breakers (with the
RHRSW breaker being one of the six) similar unit breakers have already
had many of their originally-installed prop springs replaced. The older,
originally-install, springs (like the one which was broken) were
replaced with newer, redesigned, vendor-recommended springs during
routine breaker over hauls performed in 1991 and 1992. These prop spring
replacements were performed as suggested in a vendor 's service advisory
letter dated December 7, 1990. However, the inspectors also noted that
the vendor's letter simply recommended replacement during routine
overhauls and then only if breaker use approached 2000 accumulative
operations. The inspectors subsequently reviewed procedure EPI-0-000-
BKR002, Maintenance of GE (Hagne-Blast) Switchgear. and Circuit Breakers,
Revision 26, and noted that if the craftsman performing the overhaul
determined that the prop springs presented no signs of metal fatigue (or
damage) or if the breaker cumulative operation was less than 1500. the
existing springs did not require replacement. It appears that the
originally-installed RHRSW breaker prop springs met these conditions and
thus the prop springs were not replaced during the breaker's 1992
routine overhaul.

The inspectors also performed a check of the licensee's power stores and
verified that the older, originally-installed, breaker prop springs
(vendor part g0137A9252POOl) were no longer in stock. .The inspectors
also noted that the listing of the older parts was no longer in the
licensee's computer system and that about 49 of the redesigned prop
springs (part $0275A7211P001) were in stock.

At the end of'he inspection period, the licensee was considering a
revision to the breaker maintenance procedure which would remove the
option of whether or not to change out the springs and instead require
prop spring replacement as a part of a routine breaker overhaul.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's immediate and'ubsequent
corrective actions for this issue were satisfactory. The inspectors
also noted that the licensee's current breaker maintenance program is
good.
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Miscellaneous Maintenance Issues

Closed Violation 260 296/95-31-01 Core Spray Testable Check Valve
Testing not in Accordance with Requirements. NRC inspectors identified
that the co're spray testable check valves were not being stroked fully
as required specifically in approved relief request PV-25 in the
Inservice Testing program. Inspection Report 95-56 described NRC

inspector review of corrective actions f'r this violation. One of the
resident inspectors directly observed testing of the Unit 3 check
valves. The violation remained open pending stroking of the Unit 2
valves and NRC review of draft relief request PV-37 which addressed
alternate testing (partial stroking) of the valves.

Revised relief request PV-25 and draft relief request PV-37 were not
approved by the NRC. In a January 21, 1997, letter to the NRC, TVA
indicated that the 1989 edition of American Society of Hechanical
Engineers (ASHE) Section XI would be used as the code of record for
Inservice Testing of valves. In the letter, TVA also canceled PV-25,
withdrew PV-37, and submitted Refueling Outage Justifications RO-1 and
RO-2. The refueling outage justifications document alternate testing
methods permitted by ASHE/American National Standards Institute
Operations and Maintenance Standards, Part 10 (OM-10). (Extension of
testing frequency from every three months to refueling outage based on
impracticality). The inspector reviewed the justifications and the
applicable sections of NUREG-1485. No deficiencies were noted. The
justifications clearly state that, as a minimum, the core spray check
valves will be fully stroked during refueling outages. The Unit 2
valves were cycled manually last outage. Procedure 3-SI-3.2.27 was
utilized to cycle the Unit 3 valves. Based on this review, and the
review described in IR 95-56, the violation is closed.

Unit 3 C cle 7 Flow Accel'crated Corrosion FAC Pro ram

a. Ins ection Sco e 49001

The inspector held discussions with the licensee's erosion and corrosion
engineer s to determine the scope of the FAC examination activities for
this outage; the condition of the plant's piping as revealed by
inspection; the extent of pipe repair or replacement required; and
whether examinations were being expanded when defective components are
found.

Observations and Findin s

The ultrasonic thickness examinations performed to determine the extent
of FAC are conducted in accordance with ASHE Code, Section V. The
inspector found that the licensee plans to examine 228 components this
outage. One 12 inch. pipe elbow (3EX22A-41E) on the extraction steam
line coming off 3A2 high pressure heater was found to have a wear rate
that was too high for continued service, and the licensee was in the
process of replacing this component. The licensee was also performing
proper expansion examinations as a result of their finding. One-
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C.

hundred-sixty-five components had been completed at the time of the
inspector's review. The licensee has a total population of 2000
components in the FAC program.

Conclusions

The licensee has an excellent program. for the detection of FAC in plant
components. The Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI's) CHEC FAC

Program used as a bases for selecting inspection specimens. The outage
sample of 228 components was a conservative outage sample to determine
the condition of plant piping and components.

III. En ineerin

E1 Conduct of Engineering

E1.1 Review of 10 CFR 50.59 Safet Assessments and Evaluations

a. Ins ection Sco e 37551

During the inspection period, the inspectors reviewed 10 CFR 50.59
safety assessments and associated safety evaluations. The focus of the
review was placed on procedures which had'reviously been performed
while shutdown, but were now being performed while the unit was still
operating.

b. Observations and Findin s

While reviewing the safety assessments, the inspector s identified that
the procedure used for administration of site procedures, SSP-2.3 had a

separate attachment to be used as the safety assessment form
questionnaire. This safety assessment form questionnaire differed from
the SSP-12.13, 10CFR50.59 Evaluations of Changes, Tests, and Experiments
questionnaire. The inspectors reviewed the safety assessment for
procedure 3-SI-4.7.A.4.d, Drywell Pressure Suppression Chamber Leak
Test. Although the preparer appeared to thoroughly address the
Technical Specification bases change which was made to evaluate an
equivalent methodology to be used for the test, the preparer did not
-document the evaluation completed for the, test to be run at power nor
the acceptability of stationing an Assistant Unit Operator (AUO) in the
vicinity of the test connections to isolate the test connections in the
event of a PCIS initiation. The licensee's technical specifications
allowed an operator to be used for such a function if certain criteria
were met. The preparer did not document the evaluation that those
criteria would be adequately met during the performance of the test.
The inspectors discussed these issues with licensee management and the
assessment preparer and concluded that although the evaluation was not
,documented', it appeared that the preparer had assessed the items
described as demonstrated by his ability to answer the questions asked
by the inspectors. As discussed in Section 08.1 of this report', TVA is
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revising procedural guidance regarding 50.59 evaluations and
documentation of the evaluations.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that this issue involved a deficiency in the
documentation of the safety evaluation. No safety issues of problems
with the technical review were identified.

Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment

E2.1

a.

b.

Installation of Incorrect First Out Annunciator Panel Circuit Cards

Ins ection Sco e 37551

The inspectors reviewed information and corrective actions regarding the
identification of incorrect circuit cards in the Unit 3 "first-out"
annunciator panel 3-XA-,55-1.

Observations and Findin s

On October 29, 1996, Unit 2 scrammed due to a problem with the main
generator excitation system (See IR96-12, Section 02.1 and LER 50-
260/96007). Plant operations personnel responded to the unit scram in
accordance with appropriate procedures. The operators noted that
first-out annunciations did not respond as expected in that the desired
"locked-in and resettable" (L&R) alarm indications were not present.
During the sch'eduled Unit 3 outage, a systems engineer performed a
detailed evaluation of Unit 3 first-out annunciator panel (3-XA-55-1)
circuitry and noted that a small number of incor rect circuit cards had
been installed (PERs 970422 and 970434). Panel circuit cards with
proper L&R circuitry (Original Vendor Parts ¹4000FOM or ¹314010) should
have been installed for all of the BFN designated, first-out indications
to work properly. .However, some of the designated first-out circuits
contained "non-L&R," standard point (SP) cards (Original Vendor Parts
¹314011 and ¹314722). In subsequent discussions with the engineer and
during follow-up review, the inspectors observed that most of the
panel's circuitry utilized SP cards because most of the circuits were
not designed to use cards with the L&R feature. The inspectors also
noted that the original SP cards were vendor-approved, field-modified,
¹4000FOM or ¹314010 L&R cards which had the L&R feature removed by the
drilling of a very small hole (or the slicing of a very small trace)
through the card's soldered L&R circuit path. The engineer and
inspectors noted that a careful verification of the original vendor's
(manufacturers') numbers was required in order to adequately
differentiate between SP (the field-modified L&R) cards and actual L&R
circuit cards. The inspectors noted that the modification of a card's
L&R circuit path (by drilling or slicing) was not easy to see. They
also noted that difficulty in detecting differences between cards could
have contributed to the problem. The current panel/card vendor (the
original vendor sold the business and no longer manufactures
panels/cards) now manufactures an L&R card (¹314773) with a readily
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identifiable (colorful) jumper wire as part of the LKR circuit path.
With this jumper in place, the L8R feature is available; if removed, the
card becomes an SP card.

The licensee removed all of the incorrectly installed Unit 3 circuit
cards and replaced them with newly purchased f314773 L8R cards as part
of Work Order (WO) 97-001089-000. The Unit 3 first out annunciator
panel (3-XA-55-1) was thoroughly tested during performance of the WO

designated post-maintenance test (PHT).,

The inspectors noted that the licensee had removed all existing g4000FOM
and f314010 cards from the licensee's stores and they noted that
recommended replacement cards (f314773) were both in stock and on order.
At the end of the inspection period, procedures were being revised to
provide information on how to proper ly configure card jumpers in order
to utilize the card in both L&R and non-L8R configurations. Licensee
drawings were also being updated to show proper jumper configurations
for type 314773 cards.

The inspectors reviewed the UFSAR .and other documents and concluded that
the "first out" annunciator capability was not required by regulations
or relied upon to mitigate an accident.

The licensee intends to perform similar troubleshooting, repair and
replacement activities on the Unit 2 first out annunciator panel/
circuitry during the scheduled, September 1997 Unit 2 outage.

Conclusions

The inspectors noted that although the first out annunciation system
does provide indications to control room operators, the problems did not
impact plant safety. The inspectors concluded that the observed and
reviewed troubleshooting, repair, and replacement activities were
appropriate. The inspectors also concluded that the plant system
engineer's effort in identification and subsequent correction of the
problem was good.

Licensee Res onse to NRC .Bulletin 96-03 NRR Deferral Actions

Ins ection Sco e 37551

The inspectors observed and reviewed various licensee activities that
were performed in response to requested Bulletin 96-03, Potential
Plugging of'mergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers by Debris in
Boiling-Water Reactors, deferral actions.

Observations and Findin s

By a letter dated January 29, 1997, NRC/NRR requested that TVA perform
the following as a condition of granting a defer al of some actions
presented in NRC Bulletin. 96-03, Potential Plugging of Emergency Core
Cooling Suction Strainer s by Debris in Boiling-Water Reactors:
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~ Desludge the suppression pool to minimize any accumulation of
sludge prior to startup.

~ Perform an inspection of the drywell to verify that insulation is not
damaged and is properly installed.

~ Repair or replace any insulation that is damaged or not properly
installed.

~ Perform a thorough drywell and suppression pool inspection, including
the vents, downcomers, and ring header.

~ Verify that foreign material, (i.e., tools, equipment, construction
materials and miscellaneous debris), has been removed from the
drywell and the suppression pool prior to the restart.

During the refueling outage, the inspectors observed licensee sludge
removal activities and noted that the divers were thorough in their
removal of sludge deposits and other foreign material items. The
inspectors also noted, by direct observation and by viewing a video of
sludge removal activities, that the divers removed a light layer of
corrosion products which had been deposited over large surface areas of
the torus. The deposit averaged less than 1/64th of an inch of powder
over the surfaces. The source of this powder appeared to be from
unpainted piping/sparger assemblies and from small areas of unpainted
piping support girder s. The licensee also discovered, on initial torus
entry, about nine "1-inch by 1-inch" pieces of plastic bagging material,
a small strip of green scrub pad, a used wrap of duct tape and a small
piece of gasket covering (storage adhesive). These items were promptly
removed and analyzed by licensee

personnel'he

inspector s noted that the overall condition of the torus, torus
piping supports, piping, and especially the Emergency Core Cooling
stainers were very good.

The .divers, during a check of the suppression pool maintenance drain
line, discovered a piece of rag (approximately 2-ft by 4-ft) which had
been stuffed about 18 inches into the pipe. Because the line had been
covered by a screen, the licensee determined that this rag would not
have presented possible clogging problems during Unit 3 plant operations
or evolutions. This torus drain is a construction-type drain which
would only be used to completely drain-down the torus for any major
maintenance or torus painting. The licensee concluded that it was
unlikely that this material could have adversely affected the ECCS

str ainers. The licensee recorded the deficiency in BFPER970346.

A11 downcomers and vents, after cleaning, were covered for the remainder
of the outage. Cleanliness of this piping and ring header was confirmed
after drywell and torus maintenance activities were compl.ete and prior
to torus and drywell closure. Verification of cleanliness was
accomplished by the use of a small, portable video camera which was
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placed into the downcomers, vents, and into various areas of the ring
header .

As presented in Section H4.1, drywell mirror insulation and associated
clips and buckles were checked and repaired or replaced as necessary.
This was confirmed by various NRC inspector drywell inspections. The
inspectors also verified proper insulation installation and overall
drywell cleanliness/housekeeping. Findings of insulation inspections
and repair were noted by the licensee and were logged as an attachment
to licensee BFPER970339.

During a general walkdown of the drywell, the inspectors noted that very
little debris remained and that piping insulation was attached properly
and that the clips/buckles were in very good repair. Some of the debris
removed just prior to drywell closure for restart, consisted of four
pieces of electrical tie-wrap, three pieces of duct tape (average of
about 4 inches long), one sheet metal screw, two pieces of scaffolding
wire (about 6 inches long), seven "1/2 inch by 1 inch" pieces of yellow
plastic (from anti-contamination clothing booties or bags) and one
standard 5-inch black roller-point ink pen. The items were promptly
removed and analyzed by the licensee.

During the inspector 's drywell closeout inspection, two small areas of
delaminated paint were identified .and some possible chipping on piping
in the downcomers was questioned. The licensee was notified and
addressed the delaminated paint prior to startup.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the small amount of material that was
found in the torus would not have had a direct impact on plant safety.
The inspectors found that the above insulation repairs and clean up
activities were appropriate. The inspectors noted that the dedicated
FHE supervisor was very thorough in his efforts to maintain appropriate
FHE coverage. The inspectors found that licensee identification and
correction of FHE problems involving the torus and drywell were good.
The inspectors concluded that licensee outage efforts for addressing
specifics in the NRR to TVA Bulletin 96-03 letter was also very good.

Hiscellaneous Engineering Issues (92903)

0 en Ins ection Followu Item 259 260 296/97-01-01 Resolution of FSAR

Discrepancies. During this report period, the inspectors noted that the
UFSAR description for dr;ywell venting during normal operation did not
fully describe the method utilized at BFN for venting. UFSAR Section
5.2.3.6 describes periodic venting of the drywell through valves
associated with the purge system. This description does not fully match
the method described in Operating Instruction 3-OI-64 normally utilized
for routine venting of the drywell. As discussed in Inspection Report
259,260,296/97-01, the licensee has an UFSAR review program ongoing.
The fact that this UFSAR section did not clearly explain the normal
venting path had not been identified during the review. As described in
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IR 97-03, the licensee is pursuing additional actions to verify the
accuracy of the UFSAR. The IFI remains open.

IV. Plant Su rt
Radiological Protection and Chemistry

Occu ational Radiation Ex osure Control Pro ram

Ins ection Sco e 83750

As required by requisite sections of 10 CFR 20 and Technical
Specifications (TSs), the inspectors reviewed implementation of selected
elements of the licensee's radiation protection program. The review
included observation of radiological protection activities including
personnel monitoring, radiological postings, high radiation area
controls, and verification of posted radiation dose rates and
contamination controls within the Radiologically Controlled Area (RCA).
ALARA work planning, pre-job wor ker briefings, and job execution
observations were performed. The inspectors also reviewed licensee
records of personnel radiation exposure and discussed ALARA program
details, implementation and goals.

Observations and Findin s

The inspectors toured the health physics facilities, Reactor Building
including the refueling floor, Turbine Building, and selected
radioactive waste storage areas. At the time of the inspection,
radiological housekeeping was observed to be good. Records reviewed
indicated the licensee was tracking and trending personnel contamination
events (PCEs). The'icensee had tracked approximately 88 PCEs for 1996
calendar year,'(CY) which included skin and clothing contaminations.
Radiologically controlled areas observed were appropriately posted and
radioactive material observed was appropriately stored and labeled. The
inspectors observed that, at the time of the inspection, there was
approximately 35175 square feet (about 4.14) of contaminated area. The
goal was < 8166 square feet (< 1X excluding outages).

The inspectors reviewed Operational and Administrative controls for
entering the RCA and performing work. These controls included the use
of RWPs to be reviewed and understood by workers prior to entering the
RCA. The inspectors reviewed selected RWPs for adequacy of the
radiation protection requirements based on work scope, location, and
conditions. For the RWPs reviewed, the inspector noted that appropriate
protective clothing and dosimetry were required. During tours of the
plant, the inspectors observed the adherence of plant workers to the RWP

requirements. The inspectors observed personal dosimetry worn in the
appropriate location.

~The inspectors discussed ALARA goals and annual exposures with licensee
management and determined the organizational structure and
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responsibilities for the ALARA staff were clearly defined in
organizational charts. Areas reviewed included source term reduction,
ALARA accomplishments, and future ALARA plans. A discussion with
licensee representatives and a review of pertinent records determined
the licensee site exposure, as recorded on TLD's, for calendar year 1996
was 383.7 person-rem. The fiscal year (FY) 1996 goal was 510 person-
rem; the accrued dose was 432 person-rem.

The inspectors reviewed the Unit 3 Cycle 7 refueling outage dose goal
with licensee representatives. The revised outage goal was set at 92
person-rem. This goal had been reduced, on Harch 3, 1997, from an
original estimate of 180 person-rem. On day 14 of the planned 19 day
outage, the uncorrected dose was 49.37 person-rem or approximately 544
of the goal.

The inspectors reviewed the activities associated with the planning and
execution of the work to reduce/stop the leak on a main steam by-pass
valve drain line on Unit 2. The RWP (97-2-02004 30 00) planning request
was reviewed. The inspector attended the worker pre-job RWP briefing
and observed the work activities using a remotely located closed circuit
T.V.. The job was performed within the planned time. The estimated dose
for the job based on surveys was 0.800 person-rem. The uncorrected dose
for the job was 0.778 person-rem.

The inspectors selected two Radchem BFN Problem Evaluation Report(s)
(PERs). BFPER970436 concerned the discovery of solid material (shells,
amertap balls. etc.) found in the Unit 3 Closed Cooling Water (CCW)
inlet conduit that had trace but detectable levels of Hn-54, Co-60 and
Cs-137. The approximate 1.5 drums of debris measured about 5 E-7
pCi/ml. At the time of the inspection the investigation was continuing.
The licensee had resampled the material, and verified the background of
countroom equipment. The licensee believes that the material may have
occur red as a result of cross-contamination from work on valve 2-190 in
the overhead near the work area. The inspectors also reviewed
BPER970373 which involved the operational sensitivity of the Residual
Heat Removal Service Water System (RHRSWS). Installed radiation
monitors (2,3-RM-90-133,134) continuously monitor the RHRSWS. These
monitor s meet the sensitivity Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCH)
requirements in Section 1.1.1 and 1.2.1.1 and Table 1.1-.1. The licensee
demonstrated the sensitivity limits of these monitors in Section 7.2 of
0-TI-45 Liquid Process Radiation Honitors. The detection limits and
sensitivity of these monitors are adequate and the set .points (325 CPH
for alert and 400 CPH for the High) are conservative. The two Radchem
PERs were evaluated and root causes aggressively pursued by the
licensee.

Conclusions

Radiological facility conditions and housekeeping in. radioactive waste
storage areas were observed to be good, material was labeled
appropriately, and areas were properly posted. Personnel dosimetry
devices were appropriately worn. Radiation work activities were
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appropriately planned and worker doses effectively controlled.
Radiation worker doses, were being maintained well below regulatory
l.imits and the licensee was continuing to maintain exposures ALARA.
Radiation Protection PERs were evaluated and root causes .aggressively
pursued by the licensee.

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

V. HANAGEHENT MEETINGS

The inspectors presented the inspection .results to members of licensee
management at the conclusion of'he inspection on April 9, 1997. A
detailed discussion of, many of. the issues was conducted at a March 7,
1997 meeting. The licensee acknowledged the findings presented.
'Proprietary information is not included in this inspection report.

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

T. Abney, Licensing Manager
S. Austin, Site Licensing
H. Bajestanti, Plant:Manager
L. Bozeman, Supervisor, Maintenance
J. Br azell, Site Security Manager
J. Corey, Manager, Radiological Control and Chemistry
C. Crane, Site Vice President, Browns Ferry
J. Davenport, Site, Licensing Engineer
J. Dollar, Outage
F. Fr oscello, Inspection Services, Site Engineer
J. Johnson, Site Quality Assurance Manager
R. Jones, Operations Manager
ST Kane, Licensing Supervisor
F. Leonard, Super visor, Inspection Services
G. Little, Operations Superintendent
J. HcCarthy, Industry Affairs
D. Nye, Manager, Site Support
K. Singer, Maintenance Manager
J. Wallace, Site Licensing Engineer
R. White, Operations Supervisor (Fire Protection)
H. Williams, Site Engineering Manager

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37551
IP 40500:
IP 62707:
IP

71707'P

71750'P

92901:
IP 92902:

Onsite Engineering
Licensee Self-Assessments
Maintenance Observations
Plant Operations
Plant Support Activities
Followup-Plant Operations
Followup-Maintenance
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IP 92903: Followup-Engineering
IP 93702: Prompt Onsite Response to Events at Operating Power. Reactors

~0ened

ITEHS OPENED CLOSED AND DISCUSSED

~T e Item Number Status Descr i tion and Reference

URI 260,296/97'-03-01 Open Review of Switchyard Control Power
(Section 01.1)

NCV

NCV

296/97-03-02

296/97-03-03

Open/
Closed

Open/
'losed

Fuel Loading Verification Not
Performed'.in Required Sequence
(Section 01.3)

Hispositioned,Fuel Bundle During
Core Shuffle (Section"01.4)

NCV 260,296/97-03-04 Open/
Closed

Failure to Follow Procedure-
Combustible Haterial Left in SGTS
Building. (Section H3.1)

IFI

Closed

259/97-03-05 Open Unit One Fuel Pool Hakeup Valve
Operator Removed (Section 02.1)

~T e Item Number

VIO. 260/96-,04-02

Status

Closed

Descri tion and Reference

Refueling Inter locks Not Operable
During Fuel Hovement (Section 08.1)

'LER 260/96-003-00 .Closed Fuel Hovement Performed With
Inoperabl'e Refueling Interlock
(Section 08.2)

VIO

~Udated

IFI

Item Number, Status

259,260,296/97-01-01 Open

260,296/95-31-01'Closed Core Spray Testable Check Valve
Testing Not In Accordance With
Requirements (Section H8.1)

Descri tion and Reference

Resolution of FSAR Discrepancies
.(Section E8.1)
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